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HOUR 1 
 
 
 
Hour 1/00:00 
Speaking Spanish v. English in Elementary School, Veterans' Impact on Bilingual 
Education 
 
 
 
The date is April 21st in the year 2015. My name is Anita Hecht, and I have the great pleasure 

and honor of interviewing Josué Gonzalez on behalf of New York State Archives and the States' 

Impact on Federal Education Policy Oral History Project. We are in Tempe, Arizona, and we 

are here to record stories of the last fifty years of federal education policy and your thoughts, 

specifically, on language policy and bilingual education. Thank you, first of all, for agreeing to 

participate in this project, Josué. 
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My pleasure.  

 

And the first question, really, is about you and the background of your personal history and how 

it led you to your interest in education and education policy. Tell me a little bit about where you 

were born, who your parents were, and the influences on your development, both culturally and 

familial.  

 

Okay. We've sent you a piece that has some of this in it already, but let me try to center it a little 

bit more. I was born and raised on the Texas/Mexican border at a time when no one was paying 

any attention to the border. We had some drug smuggling, but not much, and major crimes were 

hardly known. And then there was a surge, all of a sudden, after 1986, and the immigration 

legislation, that resulted in a great big number of people coming across from Mexico and settling 

in the United States. By that time, however, certain things had been established in education – 

one, that education was primarily a state function. 

 

Situate me in the year you're talking about, though, and the timeframe. 

 

Well – 

 

You were born in 1941. 
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'41, um-hmm (affirmatively), at a time when the use of languages other than English were 

practically unknown in the public schools of Texas. It was the accepted canon that if you come to 

this country, you come with the willingness to stop speaking whatever you spoke and to learn 

English as quickly as possible, because that was the way to go up the education ladder and the 

socioeconomic ladder, and so forth. That was stronger in some places than in others – much 

stronger in the big cities where conflicts between groups were more common. We didn't have 

anybody to be in conflict with, because my hometown was a little town of maybe five thousand 

people. 

 

Rio Grande City. 

 

Rio Grande City. 

 

Even though it was Rio Grande town. 

 

Right, right. It was a place that was probably ninety-seven percent Spanish speaking and where 

all the teachers and the principal and the superintendent and the school board – everybody was 

Spanish speaking and wove Spanish into their English discourse. And it became pretty 

automatic. You knew when you could do one thing or another. There was no really hard pressure 

on us to stop speaking Spanish and adopt English. There was some. There was some. I can 

remember watching a kid standing out on the schoolyard with a brick in each hand as 

punishment for speaking Spanish when he was told to speak English.  
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A brick – meaning he had to carry the weight as a punishment? 

 

He stood there in the middle of the yard with a brick in each hand until he was told to stop. That 

was harsh. And luckily there was enough pressure against it to ameliorate something. But I think, 

and this is entirely my guess, undocumented, that bilingual education and the broader field of 

language minority, in the schools, language use in the schools, other than English, began more or 

less with the return of the World War II veterans who came back home and found that they were 

– and I'm talking about south Texas now, no other place, because I didn't know anybody else 

outside of that part of the country. They came home, most of them having been made aware that 

they were [being treated] different from the guys in [their] hometown. They had learned English 

under adverse circumstances. They had to defend. They had to shoot. They had to do all these 

things as soldiers do. Except when they came home, they were, in some towns and cities, still not 

integrated. So they were refused burial, in some cases. The famous case in south Texas that 

involved then Senator (Lyndon B.) Johnson, who learned that a distinguished hero had been 

brought home and was refused burial in his hometown. The body had been brought home. 

 

Are we talking about Vietnam now, or Korea? 

 

No. We're talking about World War II, and the beginnings in Korea.  

 

Okay. 
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So why is that important? Well, because it was, I think, the people becoming aware themselves – 

here we are, second or third generation American born, we've just returned from being shot at, 

some of us have holes in ourselves due to that, and yet we're not fully, one hundred percent 

accepted in this society. So some grumbling began that turned into a civil rights movement. And 

that story would be quite long to tell. Suffice to say that it was different from the African 

American civil rights movement. It focused a lot on education as the solution to disparity 

questions. And at that point, which I'm talking to you about the mid '40s or even early '50s, 

bilingual education did not exist. It was all in English. It took some time after those soldiers 

returned home for organizations to get going for purposes of lobbying. But all of them shared a 

really strong feeling that education was the thing they should concentrate on. Well, to finish with 

the LBJ [Lyndon B. Johnson] story – LBJ learned of this hero who was refused burial in his 

hometown cemetery, and he ordered the body sent to the big cemetery in Washington DC. 

 

Arlington? 

 

Arlington cemetery. 

 

So this was a Hispanic man – 

 

Yes. 

 

Who was refused burial on the basis of being Hispanic? 
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Right. Because the town that he was from was particularly virulent in terms of anti-Hispanic 

integration.  

 

Even post-mortem. 

 

Yes. You never know when those Mexicans are going to come out of the ground! Well, so more 

or less, the awareness began. Language has something to do with this. I'm not quite sure what it 

is, but let's look into it.  

 

Okay. 

 

The leaders were political leaders who had outreach into the Democratic Party. There were no 

Republicans in Texas at that time. I heard Liz Carpenter1 say, "I was eighteen years old when I 

met my first Republican. I was petrified." (laughter) That was the extreme of our bipartisan state, 

which has now changed, of course.  

 

Completely. So as a young boy growing up at this time in history, did you have a sense of 

yourself in – it doesn't sound like in a minority, but in a discriminated group? Was that part of 

your own (experience)? 

 

                                                      
1 Elizabeth “Liz” Carpenter (September 1, 1920 – March 20, 2010) was born in a small Central Texas town to a 
family of modest means. She was a trend-setting journalist, author, feminist, humorist, speaker, political adviser 
and party-giver par excellence. As executive assistant to Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson, she scored a first for 
women. But the career she loved most was as staff director and press secretary to her friend, Lady Bird Johnson, 
when Mrs. Johnson was first lady, 1963-69. (www.lbjlib.utexas.edu/carpenter/biography) 
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Hour 1/10:10 
Language Discrimination During Childhood, Importance of Education to Parents, Decision 
to go to College 
 
 

Not as long as I stayed within fifty miles of home. Because the border cities then, and to some 

degree now, were primarily Spanish speaking anyway. So as long as this discrimination question 

had to do with language, and it didn't at that point, there wasn't enough of the savagery that we 

knew in the southern part of the United States. That's why exceptions like this burial of this 

sergeant became so important. LBJ used that to his purposes – bring this hero's body back home. 

Home is Washington. Home is everybody's home. Washington is everybody's home. LBJ, of 

course, was an astute politician who didn't leave stone unturned in terms of making good use of 

things like that. And so he did create quite a large following of Spanish speaking people. I should 

note as a footnote that even the terminology was odd. If we go far enough into Texas history, 

let's say after the end of the Mexican War in 1848, we were Mexicans. But my family, for 

example, and many others, didn't immigrate. We were there when the border immigrated down 

and took us in. 

 

I see. 

 

Your people hadn’t gotten to the (Rio Grande) Valley yet. [Narrator is referring to interviewer’s 

own family history] (laughter) Probably didn't until the 1900s, I would guess – the farmers who 

made the Valley, as we call it, famous. Do you know an onion called 1015? 

 

Um-umm. (negatively) 
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If you go down to Donna in the wildlife refuge, you'll be on Farm to Market Road 1015. And on 

either side of the road, in the right season, you will see huge plantations of onions. These are 

called 1015 onions – one, because they exist mostly along this one road, which is State Road 

1015, and also because they are harvested on October the 15th. What does that have to do with 

bilingual education? Not a single thing! 

 

(laughter) But it's interesting in terms of setting the environment that you grew up in. 

 

Yeah. 

 

And your experience of what it was like to be – many generations – Mexican American, 

depending on where the border was – and yet having gone to school, which was completely 

English only. 

 

Right. Except for Spanish class 

 

So there was Spanish class? 

 

Oh yeah. Oh yeah. That was okay.  

 

And education in your family – tell me a little bit about how it was viewed. You said it was 

valued. 
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Terribly important. Terribly important. My mother had graduated from high school. At that time 

in that town, there were eleven grades. She graduated from high school. And then my father 

never went to public [school] – no, he did go. I'm sorry. He went through the fifth grade in this 

community but hardly spoke any English at all. There was no need for everyone to speak 

English. It was important for some of us to speak English, but not all. My father was an example 

of that. Nobody pressured him – one, because he was the minister, and it was assumed that he 

knew better than the rest of us. (chuckles) And let's see . . . where did I leave that? Oh, you asked 

how important it was – very, very important. And that is hard to trace, what impact that had on 

me, except that dropping out, for example, was never considered a viable option for us, even 

though sometimes school was not great. We were taught by local folks who came back – as a 

matter of fact, my school district, Rio Grande City, consolidated, independent school district, 

hired mostly local people as teachers. There was never a written policy about it, but you could 

tell at the beginning of school when the new teachers showed up that they favored bilingual 

people, although there was no mention of that concept anywhere along the way. It was very 

interesting. The best kept secret was that the teachers and the principal and the kids, everyone 

spoke Spanish when the other group wasn't looking. But we knew that it wasn't the favored thing 

to do. And I relate in that other piece that Elsie (Szecsy) [narrator’s assistant] sent you, I related 

the story of the National Honor Society meeting in which the sponsor said that he thought that 

once a month or once a week, we should all dress up in coat and tie. And we should speak  

English on that day and not even mention the word Spanish. Several of us objected to that, even 

though the proposal was being made by a teacher. And if you asked me why we objected, I'm not 
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sure. It just didn't fit who we were. So the guy dropped his suggestion and never forgave me for 

speaking out against him. But something, something, was in there already in the makes.  

 

In you. 

 

Yeah. 

 

Some pride, or some sort of justice. 

Right. 

 

Or adopting and honoring your cultural heritage. 

 

Right. 

 

On some level. 

 

We didn't have posters of Che Guevara because this was before the Cuban revolution. The 

Cuban revolution really didn't affect us very much.  

 

In terms of your trajectory, did you expect yourself to go to college? Did your parents expect you 

to? What was the outlook for you when you graduated in what, 1959, from high school?  
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Yes. No, there was almost no prospect. Every once in a while, we would talk about it amongst 

ourselves, the students. And it was clear that some of them were going onto college – the 

brightest, the best of the brightest, were helped along. If you weren't self-evidently the best of the 

brightest, you weren't helped along as much. So no, I wasn't at all sure that I was going to college 

until graduation night, and that was a very pleasant surprise. The Spanish club, of which I was a 

member, and the National Honor Society, of which I was a member, gave out two little 

scholarships of a hundred and fifty dollars apiece. And they decided that a hundred and fifty 

dollars didn't go anywhere, and so the teachers who sponsored those two clubs decided to give 

me both fellowships, or scholarships. And that enabled me to get through the first semester and 

part of the second semester before I ran out of money. But we went to what could be called a 

hometown college, because if we were really desperate for food or whatever, we could always 

get in the car and ride over there [home]. It was very much the kind of student poverty that 

everyone has seen at one point or another in their college years, if they come from the lower-

middle class as we did. After the first year, then, there was a traction created, and I decided that I 

would continue to try to make it, even though I had no vision. I had no plan. I had no expectation 

that I would become a "blank, blank, blank" – or whatever. I did meet interesting people, 

professors, of which a Spanish professor from Spain was my favorite. And he liked me, so he 

helped me along by asking me to grade his papers and paying me for it. So that helped. And I 

guess I became the teacher's pet, or something close to it.  

 

Hour 1/20:05 
Introduction to Teaching, Initial Interest in Bilingual Education, Impact of Titles I, III, and 
VII of ESEA, Language Minority Programs Under Title VII 
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And still not sure at the end of my sophomore year what I was going to do with myself, so I 

decided – well, since I liked Spanish, I liked English, I could become a teacher of languages. 

And somewhere along the way, picked up a little French as well. So I could present those 

credentials. Back in my hometown, I did that. I spent one year [teaching in Bay City] before 

going back home, because my father had died and my mother wasn't doing too well. So I 

returned home, and the first time, to teach. And I taught for two years [in Rio Grande City] and 

then decided I needed to get a master's degree. So I did that, and I never went back after that. I 

went into bilingual education. But at the beginning of my own personal engagement with it, was 

as a teacher of English and a teacher of Spanish, which in my view, made me bilingual and 

biliterate. That eventually gelled into something marketable by the time I got my master's degree.  

 

You got your master’s in what year? In sixty – 

 

'67. 

 

'67. And that master's was in Spanish, or was it in education?  

 

It was in education, because my bachelor's was in Spanish, but my master's was in education.  

 

Okay. So in those years of teaching before you went to get your master's, did you sort of get bit 

by the bug in terms of your interest in education policy, or was that later? 
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It came a little bit later. A couple years earlier – there is a bug, an academic bug, that strikes 

sometimes. With me, it was completely through the master's and then the doctorate, if possible. I 

began my work in what is known as bilingual education today by helping people write 

curriculum materials in Spanish or to translate some from English to Spanish. It was very, very 

tentative involvement and very little worry about education policy at that point. I was still 

growing professionally. 

 

But at that point in history, you're teaching at a time when these big federal policies get enacted. 

 

Yes. 

 

Title I in 1965. Did that influence your world in any way or come into play? 

 

Interesting question, because my memory is that Title I of ESEA [Elementary and Secondary 

Education Act] was not considered to be a program to assist children. It was a program to assist 

school districts who were poor. So those of us who were beginning to look at bilingual education 

really did not cast covetous eyes at Title I. We started working on what became Title VII, which 

was very focused on language minority people. We made some mistakes. 

 

Well let's dig in a little bit in here, because Title VII, then, is passed in '68. 

 

Eight. 
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Which was a year after you get your master's and you're working already as a bilingual 

education specialist, correct? 

 

Right, right.  

 

Can you tell me a little bit of the history prior to that federal act – what the state of the union 

was? I mean, you've said some of it, that there was no real language policy, and all of a sudden, 

there is. And I'm wondering, given our particular topic of states' impact – however you define 

impact – influence, reaction, modeling – what you think shaped and influenced the passage of 

that act. You said, "We got involved." In what way did the state of Texas, or the localities (get 

involved?) 

 

A growing number of teachers, who were Spanish speakers, began to meet, talk, share ideas and 

so forth. And the legislation immediately before Title VII was Title III – creative and innovative 

ways, or something to that effect. 

 

Innovative programs, um-hmm. (affirmatively) 

 

Um-hmm.(affirmatively) I got involved with my first project in bilingual education under that 

legislation. 

 

Was that in 1967, when you were in the regional education lab in Austin? Was that Title III 

money? Or that was later? 
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No, that was in the San Antonio public schools. 

 

Okay.  

 

And as soon as Title VII came on the scene, Title I disappeared. And so what we had was – 

 

Title III disappeared. 

 

Title III disappeared. And Title VII became the focal point for advocacy and so forth. There was 

some problems there, because none of us had had much experience training teachers to teach 

bilingually, writing curriculum materials, although I had had some experience, or the 

implications, the extracurricular implications of that, in terms of dealing with the home. How  

can you expect schools and families to interact more fruitfully given this, given bilingual 

education? So it took years to work out all of those things. And we paid the price for that. The 

advocates paid the price of that because the first programs under Title VII were less than fully 

mature. They did not have those components – research, for example. Research didn’t come 

around until the first or second reauthorization. There were none – nothing. So we couldn't go 

around saying, "According to the research, we have this." As soon as research funding became 

available under Title VII, then the universities got involved because of the research potential. 

 

But in terms of initially the passage of Title VII, were there certain states that had programs for 

language minority students? 
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Yes. 

 

That informed the framework? 

 

Yes, absolutely. 

 

Tell me a little bit. 

 

Dade County, Florida, began their bilingual education programs in 1960 or '61. Recognize the 

dates? That's the arrival of  the Cuban refugees. Those people came to the United States under a 

sort of a favored status. If you had been a teacher in Cuba, for example, you went through a 

process called revalidad, or reevaluation, where your Cuban certification as a teacher was 

accepted by the Dade County schools, and by the federal (government). 

 

So revalidating your (credentials). 

 

Yes.  

 

Okay. 

 

You're okay. Because we know that you're only going to be here for a while! Okay. That was one 

of the main differences with the Cuban brethren was that they never – they didn't say they 
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wanted bilingual education forever. They just wanted it until they could get back to Cuba. They 

didn't want their kids to lose out on several years of schooling. They weren't deceiving anybody; 

they thought they were going to go back in two or three years. And of course that didn't happen. 

But that was one of the first. 

 

When you're talking about what the framework was, was it that the Cubans came, and then all of 

a sudden, there were classes that were specifically designed to teach kids in their native Spanish 

as they learned English? 

 

Yeah. 

 

And other materials? 

 

Yeah. 

 

And then was the idea they would then transition completely into English?  

 

No. There was no transition. 

 

Okay. 

 

With the Cubans. They expected to transition (back to Cuba). 
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Hour 1/30:00 
Success of Bilingual Schools in Dade County, FL, Challenge of State & Federal Programs 
to Define Bilingual Education, Introduction of the use of the Term "Biliterate" by Minority 
Groups, Push for Bilingual Development/Maintenance Programs 
 
 

So the idea was to, within the public schools, offer classes on all sorts of different content. 

 

Right. 

 

Using Spanish. 

 

Two schools on the beach there, Coral Gables and Coral Way, were the two bilingual schools. 

And all of us who were involved in preparing bilingual education teachers and curriculum 

materials – instructors and administrators and so forth – trooped to Miami. Everybody went to 

Miami to see how it was done, in a big way, because so far in Texas we had started with one 

classroom here and one classroom there. But Dade County was doing it whole hog. If you 

wanted it, you could have it. [It was funded by the federal government, as well as the State of 

Florida]. You just have to go to the schools where it was being offered. 

 

Did you have to be Spanish speaking, or could any kids participate? 

 

Well, you didn't have to be a native Spanish speaker, but there were situations where they 

preferred that arrangement. There were others where there was a Spanish teacher and an English 

teacher, and they alternated working with a particular class. One teacher would teach in the 

morning, the other one would teach in the afternoon. 
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So that was happening in Florida prior to the passage of Title VII. 

 

Way prior – '62 at the most. 

 

Were there other programs as well in other states? 

 

Laredo United was another small school district in Texas that took to bilingual education readily. 

They were on the border. You know where Laredo is – about a hundred miles up from where you 

were. [referring to Harlingen, Texas] And they had a pretty good program. But of course, as 

things evolved, things changed. Sooner or later, it had to happen that bilingual education ran into 

people that didn't like the idea. And most of it had to do with money. Title VII original 

legislation authorized $7.5 million dollars. That was it. That was all. 

 

That's not much, right. 

 

Not much. 

 

For the entire country. 

 

Right. And all language groups. 

 

And all language groups. 
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Yeah. And a little bit later, Native Americans joined in on the program, because they said – We 

want to preserve our languages, and this is the way to do it. And other people said – No. You 

speak English already, and this is for teaching English. So there were some interesting tensions 

there in terms of program eligibility. And these things had to be reflected at the federal level 

every four or five years when reauthorization came along. So to the degree that state and local 

programs influenced federal programming, it came through this give and take of defining 

bilingual education – transitional bilingual education, for certain – and, in effect, chopping up the 

celery real good, because every time a new group joined in, then there was less money. So the 

push for more money came along. And what started out as seven and a half million dollars in 

1968 ended up, by the time I left there, $165 million dollars. 

 

What year are we talking then, when you say, "By the time you left"? 

 

When we lost the election to Reagan. 

 

In '80. Okay.  

 

So after that, it all went downhill. The wonks in Washington will tell you that the money was 

folded in, that it was – 

 

Into a block grant? 
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Block grants, and so forth. What it was was an attempt to hide where the money went. It's like –

find the pea, you know. It's disappeared! There just isn't any more money here! 

 

Block grants just meant less money – 

 

Given to the states and the local districts to do with as they needed to. 

 

Before we get to Reagan, we have a lot of ground to cover. And I want to stay a little bit still with 

these early years, and how you explain this federal expansion in general into language policy, 

and the shifts that were happening. Do you think it was a response to a grass roots movement 

among Latino activists and other minority groups? Were there other factors? Was it  just a 

recognition that we were becoming a more diverse society? How do you frame that in your own 

mind? 

 

The pressures came from language groups other than Spanish – so Chinese people in California, 

Arabic speaking people in Michigan, in the suburbs of Detroit. Other language – small – what 

came to become pocket languages – pocket languages being those language groups that were 

very small, not expected to grow. Haitian Creole, for example, was considered a pocket 

language, but it really wasn't, because the flow [of immigrants] continued for many years. And 

as far as I know, it's still going on. And in the case of Haitian Kreyol, spelled K-R-E-Y-O-L, 

they had to invent a vocabulary, a writing system, because one did not exist in Kreyol. It only 

existed in French. And there's sufficient differences. Where the Kreyol speaking people said – 

No, no. We don't want French. We want Kreyol. And some began to use that as a steppingstone 
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to French, but they realized that living in the ghetto in Miami, French was not very useful. So 

that was one example. There were other groups, in California in particular, that stressed the need 

for Spanish speaking people to improve their language to become biliterate. So somewhere along 

there, the term biliterate emerged – for some groups, but not for others. 

 

You're talking, if I understand correctly, about the difference between what is called transitional 

bilingual education, meaning at some point you give up your native tongue to learn in English 

and maintaining your native tongue at the same time – really remaining bilingual and biliterate. 

That was the schism. That was the schism. A lot of people who liked Title VII money wanted to 

use it to develop transitional programs. But in some communities – every application for funding 

had to be approved by a local school council of some sort. And in some communities – Chicago, 

for example, San Antonio, Miami again, LA – this sense of Spanish as part of our heritage, and it 

should not be considered transitional in nature. In fact, don't even call it a foreign language, 

because it ain't. There's, at the moment, fifty million people who speak Spanish in the United 

States. At that time, the numbers were a lot smaller, but were growing.  

 

So they were arguing, in essence, for having a bilingual, national language policy? 

 

A bilingual – developmental was one term, maintenance was another term. Developmental was 

softer in the sense that you take the child from where he or she is, and you move them forward in 

English and in Spanish. Maintenance scared people a little bit because it didn't mention English 

at all. So there was fear that – oh, the book that I started out by mentioning to you, Language, 

Ethnicity and the Schools, (August, 1977), by Noel Epstein and published by the Institute for 
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Educational Leadership in Washington. Noel started his book by saying, "Bilingual education 

began like the voyage of Christopher Columbus – with no map and an uncertain direction. And 

heaven knows where we're going to end up." (laughter) Oh,  he pissed us off.  

 

Hour 1/40:25 
Noel Epstein's Harsh Criticism of "Affirmative Ethnicity," Political Negotiations During 
Reauthorizations 
 
 

Well so here you were, just to bring you into the storyline – a Latino education activist, how you 

identified yourself – how did you fall within this rubric of options? Were you on the side of 

developmental/maintenance? 

 

Clearly, clearly.  

 

And was it true that most people who grew up bilingual were on that side, and those who were, 

let's say, monolingual in English – 

 

No, no. There were a lot of people who had lost their native language and wanted their children 

to recapture it. There was a lot of that feeling. Bilingual education did not have the power to do 

that in many cases. It just wasn't that powerful a program, because when time came to evaluate, 

and Noel Epstein arrived at a time when we needed to present evidence to the Congress that the 

program was working.  

 

This was when you were then in Washington and a first time – 
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Well, every four years it happened. 

 

Right, but I'm trying to situate you when this was. 

 

I had just arrived in Washington for the second reauthorization. 

 

So we're talking 1970 you go to Washington.  

 

Yes, right. 

 

Okay. Sorry to interrupt. Go on. 

 

I did two stints in Washington. That's why I'm – 

 

This is the first stint. 

 

First stint – I was a staff person for a senate committee. And all we were doing at that point was 

holding hearings on the status of the education of these children, documenting the fact that 

something was needed, something wasn't working right. But we approached that problem from a 

constructive point of view, while we saw Noel and his type of criticism as being negative and 

destructive. 
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His criticism was – just to recap? 

 

A little too harsh. 

 

And his criticism was that – 

 

It doesn't work. They don't know where they're going, which was partially true. 

And this was the Christopher Columbus (analogy)? 

 

Yeah. (laughter) 

 

Okay. Got it. 

 

And look at this – spending federal money to promote affirmative ethnicity. He introduced that 

term. 

 

Affirmative ethnicity.  

 

Yeah. Took sort of like affirmative action and employment. This was affirmative ethnicity in 

education. 

 

And this was already in '70.  
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Seventy . . . before then . . . late '60s. 

 

Okay. So there was already a pushback. 

 

Yeah. It had appeared in the newspaper and gathered enough interest so that the Institute for 

Educational Leadership took it up and published it as one volume. Again, with the idea that this 

thing needed airing out and the best – Washington has this deceptive feel that if they hold 

hearings, things will get better. It doesn't always happen. (laughter) 

 

So here you had been a couple years working in the field in Texas. Did you have a sense that at 

that point what was happening in Texas, at least, was working towards what your vision was – 

offering kids an opportunity to learn in their native language? Were there programs you felt 

were going in the right direction? 

 

Yes, although remember that until 1972 legislative session in Austin, teaching in a language 

other than English was forbidden, and that limitation was in the criminal code. 

 

Wow. 

 

So that had to be repealed. And it wasn't repealed until 1972. 

 

But bilingual education was happening before '72. 
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Yes.  

 

And that was then considered foreign language instruction? Or how did they get around that 

statute? 

 

Well, because the Spanish speaking population was growing. And a lot of this that we're talking 

about, and we'll talk about later, had to do with politics. There were great examples of how – and 

you'll run across this if you haven't already – Title I. Title I has been buffeted for years, since 

1965. Every time it came up, you know, people wanted to do away with it – How long are we 

going to have to help these – Why can't they figure it out themselves? (whispers) I lost my 

thought of train. 

 

Well, I had asked you if you thought that the bilingual programs early on in Texas were 

achieving some of their intended goals. 

 

Yes, but remember 1972 – if you count by fours, '68 was the first authorization, '72 was the 

second, '78 was the third. So every time there was a reauthorization, there was a big fight in 

Congress. And we had some very strong allies – Senator Yarborough from Texas, in particular, 

Senator Javitz from New York – so we had a Democrat and a Republican – a senator from 

California, I forget what his name was. So we had some very powerful – 

 

You also had Joseph Montoya, you mentioned – 
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Montoya, who died practically before all of this happened. 

 

Oh, he did. In '69, he, I think, offered an amendment to increase the funding quite a bit. 

 

Right. And that happened every time. We would just badger these people until they gave us more 

money than they had last year. But a lot of political negotiation took place in order for those 

gains to be made. My own position on the matter is that every time we were up for 

reauthorization, every time we negotiated features, we lost ground.  

 

So explain that a little more. Every time you went  through a reauthorization, you felt like you 

lost ground, even in the early years? 

 

Yes, because remember the '72 – the critique by Epstein happened in 1972, as I remember – the 

original publication in the newspaper, which later got published as a book. So every time 

something like this happened, it conveniently happened – (laughter) 

 

Around the reauthorization? 

 

Around reauthorization. So we had, on the one hand, (to) prove that the program was working 

before we committed more money – to fighting harder and harder and harder and pushing our 

sponsors as hard as we could. It worked, especially with Senator Yarborough. I don't know how 

much you’ve followed the history of Senator Yarborough, but as a Texan, you should – 

incredible character, just incredible character. He claimed in his last few years of life that he had 
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two great accomplishments to his legislation record:  one was Title VII, and the other one was 

the Padre Island National Seashore bill. And he claimed that those two things made up his career. 

(laughter) But also, like LBJ, a very slick, political person. On the other side of the anti-bilingual 

education crowd were those who were pushing every button they could to keep it alive and to 

increase the funding and to do better and to do more research. We would promise to do research 

to show that it worked. And then when we did it, we couldn't set it up because you couldn't deny 

services to show that one program was better than the other. So there was all kinds of problems. 

And every time we went up, it was more money, was more money, was more money. But we had 

learned something from Title I, and that is that Title I, the first thing the advocates did is they 

created a national advocacy group of parents. It was a million people advocating for Title I, most 

of them black. So when reauthorization happened for them, they would all show up in Congress, 

and Congress would say, "Whew! That's scary."  

 

Hour 1/50:15 
States' Initiation of Their own Versions of Title VII, Problems With Title VII and 
Subsequent Reauthorizations, Aspira Consent Degree and Mandated Bilingual Education 
in NY 
 
 

Were you learning this when you were on the Hill for the first time, how it actually worked, the 

(sausage making)? 

 

Well, it cemented that. It cemented that, because my job, when I was on the Hill staff, was to put 

together hearings on particular aspects of the education of Puerto Rican children in the mainland. 

That was my big topic. So yeah, because even from that perch, which was not intimately 

connected with the program, I could see how it was happening – 1972. 
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And how were the states influencing the feds? I mean, was it the state education agencies? 

 

Slowly but surely, the states began to mount their own versions of Title VII, beginning with 

Massachusetts. They were the first ones, and I'm thinking 1972, but I may be wrong. You need to 

check that date. Illinois was next, and it was so much a copycat approach, that the Illinois 

legislation had certain provisions in it from the Massachusetts legislation that they forgot to take 

out, because they just copied the legislation. Then California – that was a big one. California was 

big, because they had so many Latino education advocates that they were able to get a lot more 

money. However, for the most part, we were still doing transitional bilingual education. It was 

very difficult to get people to do anything else. San Francisco Unified did, or tried to. But San 

Francisco Unified, as you probably know, is a very multi-ethnic place. And there were people 

from all varieties in the school board. There was Chinese, there was Filipino, there were 

Mexican, there was whatever. So it was relatively easy for San Francisco to mount a bilingual 

education program of a maintenance variety. But it was also more complicated, because there 

were more languages. And this is the problem that the original Title VII and the subsequent 

reauthorization did not resolve – that you cannot have one language policy in the schools that 

serves all the children of different language groups equally well. That problem has never been 

resolved, except in small political chunks, by which I mean some little town in south Texas could 

afford to mount such a program easily, because everybody would support it. But others were not, 

even though the ethnicity question was not at issue – even though they were all Mexican or 

Latino or whatever. So it was very, very difficult to say – you're going to give the Senate – for 

example, a congressman would say, "You're going to propose to give to these people, but not to 
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these people? Money for his programs?" "Well yes, because the authorized legislation only 

allows me to give to these people." And so those were the kinds of back-and-forth, back-and-

forth, that occurred every four years. 

Did you come to any conclusions for yourself about what might have been the best framework to 

address that problem of different language minorities, many in a school system, and how one 

could best mount a response that serves all of these different groups? 

 

I don't think I – well, I, along with many other people, took that problem from the developmental 

perspective. We're teaching a language as well as we're teaching stuff. The transitional programs 

aimed, and always said they aimed, at teaching children in their language while they learned 

English. That was the rubric. That was the song that we all sang. Bilingual education is about 

teaching children in a language they understand while they are learning in English. And bilingual 

education helps us to find better ways to teach English. Period. That's the package. And it was 

very difficult to break away from that. For the people in Greek Town in Chicago said, "Oh, no, 

no, no, no. We want a bilingual education program, but we don't want to maintain Greek." Well 

if you don't want to maintain Greek, then why bother? Why do it at all? So those were the 

difficulties that were inherent, that were built into the mix of languages and orientations and 

tendencies and so forth. Did I? Yeah. One of the things I did was to speak much more towards – 

because I always got asked to go and speak at the bilingual conferences and so forth – let the 

communities express themselves. And if they say "A" do "A." And if they say "B" do "B." Don't 

fight about it, because that's going to lead to losing political support. And we want as much 

political support as we can have, because four years from now, we're going to go through this 
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again. So more and more people were beginning to think that way, but we got overtaken by 

history and the Reagan election. 

 

Right. So anything else about your time on the federal side, your first stint? Here you were, 

organizing hearings on the condition of Puerto Rican education on the mainland. At that time, 

was it mainly – tell me who was advocating on behalf of bilingual education in the hearings. I 

mean, I'm curious about the impact of these hearings on federal policy. 

 

Well, the people who wanted to be heard in a place were from New York City, because that's the 

hub for multicultural population. I heard on the news two days ago that sixty percent of the 

people who live in New York City today were either foreign born or are the children of foreign 

born parents – sixty percent. And it keeps changing every day. (laughter) So the logical thing to 

do was to draw on that population because it was also similar to Chicago. It was also similar to 

San Francisco. It was similar to other places. So who did I ask? The advocates, of course, 

because they were the ones who were better prepared to speak on the research, on the 

background, on why we needed to do "X" and such. And they were organized professionally. 

The Puerto Rican educators in New York had something called PREA – Puerto Rican Education  

Association – and most Puerto Rican teachers belonged to PREA, and they had a very viable 

organization. So that was the hearing history. How did it influence Title VII? Well yeah, but it's 

hard to trace it because up to that point, several large scale studies had been done on the status of 

Puerto Rican children in the mainland and on the island, both. And they were very complex 

problems. So you couldn't identify – bilingual education was in the package. It was in the bag, 

but it wasn't emphasized as much as it was in other places, primarily because, at about that time, 
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Aspira Consent Decree in New York took some of those ideas that we had about educating 

children in their own language and sued the New York City public schools. And the school 

district put on a very weak, weak defense. So by the time they knew it, they had lost the game. 

And it became known as the Aspira Consent Degree because Aspira went up against the board, 

and the board did not defend itself. And shoot, before you know it, you had mandated bilingual 

education in New York. 

 

This was 1974, correct? 

 

I believe so. 

 

Well, there are some significant court decisions we should talk about at that time, but I want to 

close the first hour here, and we'll pick up there on the next hour, okay? 

 

Okay.  
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HOUR 2A 

 

Hour 2A/00:00 
Nature of Bilingual Advocacy, Significant Court Decisions 
 
 
 
This is hour number two on April 21, 2015, of my interview with Josué Gonzalez. We were 

talking a little bit off tape about what impacts the states had and in what form, and I was asking 

if you thought in terms of advocacy it came from the state agencies and more of the 

administrative arm of education workers, or whether you thought it was more grassroots and 

advocacy based. 

 

That's what I think. The latter. 

 

The latter.  

 

But let me try to inject another note of clarity. When people like Gordon Ambach talk about the 

states, they have one thing in mind – the state education department that they used to run. 

(laughter) So for Gordon, it's pretty easy to say – Look at all the legislation and look at all the 

litigation, and from there you can draw – you can write a whole book about it, and maybe he's 

already done that. In the case of bilingual education, and I'm sure in other program areas, it 

wasn't the states who did the advocacy, until later. In other words, eventually they did, because 

there was money in it. But initially, it wasn't the states. It's, as you put it, it was the advocacy 

groups, it was parent groups, it was Hispanic politicians. 
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Teachers? 

 

Teachers in some parts, yes. New Mexico, for example, which is almost a rural state, has a very 

strong bilingual teacher tradition, because New Mexico was an officially bilingual state in its 

early history, just like the schools of – some parts of Louisiana were, for all practical purposes, 

bilingual in French and English. And in the Midwest – Illinois, Wisconsin, Indiana – at least 

those three states that I can remember, had very strong bilingual education programs until World 

War II came along, because their programs were in English and German. So bilingual education 

was in the community and of the community, and it pervaded. When World War II came along 

and those people were no longer our friends, that was the end of German bilingual education in 

the Midwest. And the advocates tried to recapture it with Title VII – [it] didn't work quite as 

well. We had missed the wave [the movement of bilingual education that had happened in the 

German-American community]. The Native American communities saw this as an opportunity to 

recapture their languages and to make sure that their children did not forget their native 

language. That works to some degree, but not great. There are some tribes where they were very 

active in using their native languages. Navajo comes quickly to mind. The Navajos had a 

requirement that is being kicked around in the courts right now that you could not be elected 

president of the Navajo community unless you spoke Navajo. So you had to have a language test 

before you can become president of the Navajos – interesting stuff. It probably would not occur 

with pocket languages unless they were on reservations. So that's kind of the way it goes – two 

steps forward, one step back, over here, you plug its hole over there in the dyke, you got to plug 

it up, and then so-and-so is running wild in the Congress, so we need somebody to go and talk to 

him about his home state. So we look through the rolodex and find somebody who can go and 
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talk to him. It wasn't always me. Now I'm talking to you about my second history, which is 

running the Title VII program. 

 

Okay. So situate me in time, here. You're talking about the late '70s now, when you go back to 

Washington?  

 

Shucks . . . what year was I in Washington?  

 

Well, we were talking about under the Carter administration and being invited by Ernest Boyer 

back in 1978. Is that right? 

 

Right.  

 

Before we get there, Josué, let's spend a little bit of time still touching upon what you mentioned 

last hour, which were significant court decisions that affected bilingual education. You 

mentioned the Aspira Consent Decree. Am I correct in that it required testing in English to 

determine if kids needed to have bilingual services? 

 

You know, that's the specificity of the litigation that I don't remember.  

 

Okay. 

 

I don't know. 
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That's fine.  

 

Aspira Consent Decree made the programs eventually rather lax, because they were entitlements. 

And entitlements aren't always the best way to proceed when you're trying to convince people to 

do something a particular way. Elsie – do we have the encyclopedia here? (directed at Elsie 

Szecsy) 

 

We can actually add that later in the transcript. 

 

Well, I just want to put a footnote in here to get it from the – the encyclopedia [Encyclopedia of 

Bilingual Education, by Josúe Gonzalez] has a whole listing of them. 

 

You also mentioned the class action suit in San Francisco with the Chinese students. 

 

Yes. 

 

It seems as if all of these had to do with sort of equal educational opportunity. 

 

Yes. Lau v. Nichols is the litigation you're talking about, and that was filed in 1970 in San 

Francisco. Chinese speaking parents claimed that their children were not being properly educated 

because they were neither being taught English nor were they helped along to maintain their 

language. So they covered both. And most of us who were watching this scene from afar said, 

"Oh, no. That's not going to work." We thought it was too big a bite for a federal district court to 
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take. But it did work. They lost the first round in 1972, I believe – Lau v. Nichols – do you have 

that? 

 

Um-hmm. (affirmatively) 

 

But on appeal to the federal circuit court of appeals, they won the case, the parents did. And that 

was a major, a major victory for bilingual education, generally speaking, but it also raised all 

kinds of hell with the people who were not simpático (sympathetic) to bilingual education. They 

said – See. See what I told you? They wanted to replace English with their languages. That 

popped up. In Miami, somebody filed a lawsuit requiring that county funds be used for teaching 

only English and only American culture. No other culture. What the hell does that mean? 

(laughter) The only thing that came about as a result of that was the zoo department took things 

to heart and took all the Latin names off the cages at the zoo because they were against the law. 

It was a mess! 

 

Hour 2A/10:00 
Bilingual Education vs. Desegregation, Curriculum Development Using Title VII Money,  
Development of Bilingual Education Professors, Using Constituencies to Aid in Advocacy 
 
 

But mainly in the '70s, it sounds like there were these significant court decisions that made a big 

difference in favor of bilingual education. 

 

Yes. 
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That influenced these reauthorizations on some level, in giving more money and – 

 

Tempe was one of those. The Tempe schools were involved in one of those lawsuits. Yes – most 

of them were resolved favorably towards bilingual education, with a couple of exceptions – 

Keyes – K-E-Y-E-S – Keyes v. Denver was one in which the advocates sought to require 

bilingual education as being the only remedy that would help resolve the problem of inequities. 

And the only way to provide, to be equitable, was to teach the kids the language they understood, 

even when this violated some of the stuff that had happened in desegregation cases.  

 

Interesting. 

 

We lost that one. 

 

So bilingual education didn't necessarily square with desegregation efforts. 

 

Right. And Keyes confirmed that. Keyes said do bilingual if you want. That's another issue all 

together. But you can't do bilingual instead of desegregation.  

 

And how do you do both?  

 

Well, you could do them in the same school. You could even do them in the same classroom if 

you know how to do it, or learned how to do it. (laughter) 
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Well then we get into the whole issue of teacher training and curriculum development. How did 

that develop in tandem? 

 

All along, through all these years, from '72 on, we were doing bilingual education, we were 

doing curriculum development, through a series of centers that were established throughout the 

country. I think there were ten or twelve centers. 

 

Using Title VII money? 

 

Correct. They took that off the top, and said we're going to use this for capacity building – a well 

recognized phrase among educators – capacity building. You don't know how to do it yet, so use 

this money to learn how to, figure it out, do research, make it work. 

 

And were they successful in your mind? Or was there enough funding for this kind of capacity 

building? Were there things that were learned that were – 

 

Oh, yeah! A lot of people grew up working with those centers, either on the staff or as teachers 

working, taking courses with them or doing research, or whatever. Slowly universities got 

involved in it. And I designed a program that was really, really neat in its simplicity. I had been 

invited to attend a meeting of the Chief State School Officers. No pardon, a meeting of the 

National Deans of Education. They were meeting in Washington. And they were the political 

action [committee] of schools of education in the country. Very few people even knew about 

them, because they never became real, real visible. But a couple of them cornered me and said – 
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You know what you ought to do? You ought to do what the special ed people do. Give the 

schools of education money to buy, to develop professors of bilingual education. We can't find 

enough of them. And the way you do it so that people don't fight you back, is you scale it. The 

first year, you give them one hundred percent of a faculty line with benefits. The second year 

you give them only half of a faculty line with benefits. The third year you do one-third, and the 

fourth year they're on their own. And you have essentially shoehorned new faculty members 

fresh out of – there was a fellowship program. And so as fellows were graduating, were getting 

their doctorate, they had a network of people already being placed in the colleges that helped 

them get placed themselves. And so over a period of two years that I think we ran the program, 

we created thirty-two hard-lined positions across the country. And most of those people stayed, 

got tenure and all that stuff.  

 

And this was, again, toward the late '70s, early '80s, we're talking here? 

 

Yeah.  

 

But if I'm hearing you right, a lot of the changes in bilingual education did not originate at the 

federal level. They were in response to these big advocacy efforts.  

 

Right. In that particular case, it was the deans of education who surfaced. 

 

Right, right. 
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With an idea. And my response to them was – Help me with it in the Congress, because I'll have 

trouble. And if you help me in the Congress, you know, I don't have any problems creating a new 

program. 

 

So we're talking about your second stint in Washington. 

 

Right. 

 

Okay. 

 

So no sooner had we filed a notice of rulemaking to create this program that the phone started 

ringing – people on the Hill saying, "Where do you get off creating a new program that's not in 

the law?" I said, "Sure it is. It's in the law." "Where?" "It says, 'Planning and taking other steps.' 

We are taking other steps to go along with our planning, because if we don't do it this way . . ." 

"Oh, okay. I get it. It's okay." (laughter) Never had those words had so much meaning.  

 

Well, in the '70s, again, staying with that time period, I wanted to ask you. You wrote a little bit 

to me about how you delineated among the different constituency groups philosophically and just 

descriptively, those who advocated and why they advocated on behalf of bilingual education 

policy. And I don't know if you can tell me a little bit on the record here about how you parsed 

that out. I think you talked about applied linguists. You talked about utilitarians and – 

 

Oh yeah, yeah. Okay.  
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You talked about civil rights advocates, and why the different people believe in bilingual 

education. 

 

Well, that was one of the things that I was very proud of, having had a part in it. Because as a 

language teacher originally, I knew that there were several constituencies out there that could 

join us in advocacy if we approached them and sold them what we were trying to do. The best 

example of that is an organization called TESOL – Teachers of English to Speakers of Other 

Languages. And it's a worldwide organization. The man who was head of it for the longest time 

was the dean of languages and linguistics at Georgetown University, impeccable credentials. So I 

said – Okay, well, this is one guy we want, because the people on the Hill may not know him, 

but he can speak to them about there being no conflict here. I spoke to the guy, and he said, "I 

love it. I think it's great that we try to get some of those four groups, and here's what I would do. 

I would contact so-and-so, and I would contact so-and-so." And so we started building, 

refurbishing the advocacy apparatus with new players in it that were not there before.  

 

And when you're talking advocacy apparatus, you're talking about big national associations? 

 

 
 
Hour 2A/20:00 
Use of National Associations in Rebuilding Constituency, Gordon Ambach's Support of 
World Languages, States' Argument for Block Grants  
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Yes, National Education Association – you don't get any bigger than that. TESOL – you don't get 

any bigger than that for this clientele group. 

 

And who else? There was the NABE [National Association of Bilingual Educators], right? 

 

Well, that was sort of there all along, the National Association for Bilingual Education, yeah.  

 

Well, these four groups – I wanted to have you describe, if they're clear in your mind, how you 

saw the different interest groups. 

 

Yeah, they're clear. It is clear – it was clear – that if we got TESOL behind us, that reached 

thousands and thousands of teachers who were trying to teach immigrant children, but were not 

necessarily involved in bilingual education. NEA [National Education Association], they are the 

largest teacher union in the country, so we approached them. And they said, "We have no 

problem with it. We'll back you. You back us. We'll back you," Kind of mutual back scratching, 

because we were losing. Remember, Reagan's up at bat, so we're losing constituency and we 

needed to rebuild it. So the dean [James Alapis, the Dean of Languages and Linguistics at 

Georgetown University who was president of TESOL at the time] said to me, "You know what 

would help with my group? The next time you have a conference, a big ass conference with 

several thousand people in it, invite me to sit at the head table." I said, "No problem. You invite 

me. I'll invite you." And so that's how we worked it out. 

 

That's how it worked. 
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And this is not state advocacy, but it shows some of the things that we did, that in other 

situations, may have been done by state agencies. I don't know. Because not all of this is public. 

When Reagan won, I had – because I was a Schedule C appointee – I had, like a month, to get 

out of town. So I said to an intermediary guy who was from Miami, I said, "I need to talk to the 

person who is replacing me. I need to talk to them off the books." He said, "I'll set it up." This 

guy was (chuckles) playing all political parties – didn't matter to him – that this woman was a 

Republican – didn't matter. So he set up a meeting for us. So we had our legislative council, we 

had this woman, this guy that I talked to, and myself – four people. So we met at a bar in 

Georgetown. And I said, "Here's why I wanted to talk to you. You have, in the legislation 

currently, you have stuff that is good for you and you have stuff that is not good for you." We 

had something called a National Advisory Council for  Bilingual Education. They were a royal 

pain in the arse – really, really bad – because they were very politicized. They were more than 

Reaganites. She said, "Oh, my God, you are right! They are terrible! They just bug me 

constantly, and they want this, and they want that. They want staff support, they want . . ." I said, 

"Look. Let's make it easy on ourselves. When the legislation comes up next week or next 

month,” – whenever it was, it was soon – "we will strike that from our version." And I was now 

talking as a NABE person, "We will strike that from our version if you will do the same. And the 

National Advisory Council for Bilingual Education will disappear. I can guarantee you that no 

one will ask for it." And it happened. So I don't know that that was such a big victory, but it was 

an interesting case study on how smaller, less influential groups, perhaps states, could make a 

difference. In the case of bilingual education, Gordon Ambach, for example, was very 

influential. And he had a different slant. He was not pushing for transitional bilingual education. 
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He was not pushing for remedial bilingual education. He was pushing for something called world 

languages. And if you ask him for a copy of his report – you might be able to find it still – he had 

a beautiful plan for how school districts could integrate language diversity, cultural diversity, and 

avoid some of the problems that we had run into. Is that state influence on the national 

legislation? He probably could tell you what good it did from his vantage point. But I had friends 

who worked for Gordon at that time in the [New York] state office for bilingual education. And 

he reorganized and put people in different places. And I think he should have – if he didn't have 

an impact, there is no impact possible! (laughter) Because he played it just right – part of it is 

personality, part of it is not being too feisty, especially in a state like New York, where there is a 

teachers union, and so forth.  

 

And also having this sort of global vision of the value of languages, whether you call it 

maintenance bilingual education or foreign language instruction, right? That it advocated for all 

of it – the value of learning and maintaining, it sounds like. 

 

Yeah. Large school districts like Chicago called their program world languages. They used that 

same terminology.  

 

It sounds like in this era that we're talking about where there were great advances made, that the 

advances were really possible because of large organizations getting together and pooling their 

manpower and their resources and really having a clear message to take – 

 

Yeah. 
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To the federal government. Is that accurate? 

 

Sometimes it was to take to the federal government. Sometimes it was to influence legislation 

that was on its way. Sometimes the lawyers would put us in for testifying witnesses on a 

particular legislation, or litigation, rather. Keyes v. Denver was a good example, where we lost. 

We had the best guys in the country come and testify, and we thought we had it. And the judge 

said, "No. Bilingual ed does not trump desegregation." Okay. 

 

But in general, this was a time when we're talking about the coupling of kind of civil rights and 

language policy, right? Or expansion of – 

 

Expansion of the concept of equal educational opportunity. 

 

Right. And rights-based reform. 

 

Right. 

 

And that's what it seems like shifted in the '80s, that this sort of focus on rights became more of a 

focus on standards later. 

 

Yeah – well, the block grants. The states were very smart. The states said – We are in charge of 

education in the states, and you should give us the money, because we have to worry about what 
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impact that money has. And we can't be held responsible for programs that you fund, federal 

government, you fund, and then you're asking us to prove that they work when never had a hand 

in making them work. That was the argument for block grants. And they caught on like wildfire.  

 

Do you think it was a reaction to too many dictates from the federal government? Too many 

programs? Too much overextension? 

 

Hour 2A/29:50 
Raising Money for Desegregation in Chicago  
 
 

Yeah. I think, in part, that was the case. The large school districts – Chicago, because I went to 

Chicago after I left Washington. Chicago was well known for not allowing racial integration to 

occur readily and easily. They dragged their feet all the way. And people didn’t realize it was 

because of the nature of the city. It's divided up racially. So the first thing that happened when I 

got to Washington, within twenty-four hours or forty-eight hours or something, Boyer called me 

in his office and he said, "We have a request from up on high" – you didn't always know where 

they came from – "I need for you to figure out how to get half a million dollars to Chicago." "To 

do what?" "To desegregate. They're asking for money." Now I knew enough about the situation 

to know that that wasn't going to do it. (laughter) 

 

A half million dollars wasn't going to work? 

 

(Laughter) That wasn’t going to do it. But we did it anyway. We scrounged around and found 

left over money and whatever. Boyer was a scholar. He wasn't a, you know, politician – Califano 
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was. And I stayed far away from him as much as possible, because he was a heavy, heavy 

handed guy.  

 

Can we take a pause here, and that's where we'll pick up? 

 

Okay.  

 

Because we're at a half hour, and I know we wanted to take a little break. 

 

Okay. 

 

And then we'll pick up with this time, your second stint.  

 

Okay. 
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HOUR 2B 

Hour 2B/00:00 
Constituency Advocacy Groups  
 
 

This is hour 2B on April 21st. Before we talk about the second return to Washington, can you 

talk a little bit about conceptually what you mentioned to me about the different constituency 

groups that advocated during this whole period on behalf of language policy and bilingual 

education? You mentioned four. Applied linguist was the first one? 

 

Well, let me make a slight correction to the way you introduced these.  

 

Okay, good. 

 

Because I didn't necessarily mean to suggest that all four of those groups, or five or however 

many we end up with, were advocates for anything in particular that they all shared. 

 

Got it, okay. 

 

Some groups would pop up one year on the reauthorization and not in the next. Sometimes it was 

individuals, like with the TESOL dean that I told you about, where he said, "Well, all you have 

to do is invite me, and I'll come." And since then, the TESOL people have been quite friendly 

towards bilingual education, because they share a constituency and a mission. They share the 

mission of teaching English to people who don't speak the language. So that ought to be, and is, 
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enough to bring them together conceptually at least, if not programmatically. So which group am 

I in? (laughter) 

 

You mentioned applied linguists, liberal arts promoters, political advocates, and utilitarian 

advocates. 

 

Okay. Let me talk about the benefits of language learning group. These are people who have no 

natural antipathy towards bilingual education or even political antipathy. It just doesn't live in 

their lives very much. Or if it does, it doesn't arouse any antagonism. So over the years, I've 

heard I don't know how many people tell me when, you know, seated on a plane, seated right 

next to somebody, they ask me, "And what do you do?" And I say, "I do bilingual education." 

"Oh, that's great. I always thought it was fantastic that one is able to learn another language, and 

I'm so sorry that my children never got to." To which I am tempted to respond, "Well, they never 

got to because you never tried!" (laughter) But I don't. It's a benign approach to language 

diversity, and if you can encapsulate the syntax of bilingual education programming into those 

words, you have an ally. Such that now, in 2015, what was once called bilingual education is 

often referred to as (interview pause) dual language, instead of bilingual education. To 

distinguish bilingual education – transitional – from the good healthy stuff, people are now 

calling it dual language. To make no mistake about it – we are about teaching two languages. 

That's what your daughter is in, while bilingual education keeps its historic definition. And it's 

easy to convince either group to coalesce and work together. Is that enough? 

 

Um-hmm. (affirmatively) 
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Okay.  

 

So people who are for language, learning is a positive force in human development. 

 

Yeah, yeah, yeah. 

 

Liberal arts promoters. That's who you're referring to. 

 

Liberal arts promoters, yeah – people who send their kids to Europe to spend a semester or a year 

or whatever. 

 

Who just think that knowing languages is a good thing. 

 

It's a good thing. 

 

Then you mentioned research advocates – applied linguists.  

 

Applied linguists have been very active lately. It's been in the education literature a lot. Being 

bilingual and biliterate is good for you, dammit! It's better than being monolingual. Why? 

Because one, you increase your vocabulary; two, you increase the – what's the word I want – you 

are more willing to accept diversity in language and therefore in other areas of life. If you show 

me a person who doesn't like bilingual education and doesn't like language learning, I'll show 

you a Republican. (laughter) 
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Who speaks only one language?  

 

Who speaks one language, yes. (laughter) That doesn't have a need for any other. Because if this 

one was good enough for Jesus, it's good enough for everybody. 

 

For Jesus, who probably didn't speak English at all, right? 

 

Right. He spoke Aramaic. I played with that a little bit, but you got it. 

 

Yeah, I got it. So neurologically, linguistically, it opens your mind. That’s that constituency or 

that grouping. 

 

Right. And some of it is a feel rather than research based, a thing that I can support with 

literature. I'm going to continue to be bilingual and biliterate as long as I care to, and you can't 

stop me. Now, I'm not a threat for doing that, but some people will think that I am part of some 

cabal. Why? Because they don't understand what you're saying. I think I told you a little snippet 

of a story that my wife and I were traveling in Quebec, went to a restaurant to have breakfast. 

And next to us was a young couple with two children, a boy and a girl. They were in the nine to 

twelve age range. And my wife and I started looking at each other, because we were beginning to 

detect a pattern in how they interacted with their kids. The father only spoke English. The mother 

only spoke French, and depending on who the kids were addressing, they would use their 

language only. I had never actually heard that. I knew that that could happen. But they were 

perfectly comfortable, and the parents were perfectly literate in both languages. There was no 
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need to say, "Well, this one is better than this other one." They were fine. We thanked them and 

left the restaurant. And as we were walking down the sidewalk, debriefing what we had just 

heard, a little Volkswagen comes careening around the corner on two wheels, and there's two 

older couples, an elder couple in the car, and they motion to us as they pulled up. They said, 

"Come here! Come here! Don't believe anything they tell you. They're lying! What they want to 

do is replace English with French. That's what they want to do." (laughter) We were surprised, 

because they [the parents] were making such an effort to show equal respect, equal sense of 

belonging to both cultures. Those kids are never going to be against one another. They were 

raised that way from birth.  

 

Hour 2B/10:30 
Quebec Language Debates, Groups in Opposition to Bilingual Education, Transition of US 
Office of Education to Department of Education 
 
 

So there are many of us who believe that innately, who are never going to be convinced 

otherwise, but people keep bringing up the Quebec example. Why is it that the people in Quebec 

are always fighting each other over language? Look for the answer in history, is what I tell them. 

The English speakers came and went into the wilderness to hunt bears and kill animals for pelts 

and things like that. The French speakers went to the cities and founded Montreal and Quebec 

and all that. And so from the beginning of the founding of that country, they were in two 

different places. And they were never able to get things to join up together. So it led them in the 

direction of the Official Languages Act, in the direction of antipathy between the groups, fear, 

uncertainty about motives – all that stuff. 
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So the language, in other words, was just the symptom. 

 

Yes. 

 

Or the expression of an underlying historical conflict. 

 

That's right. 

 

That wasn't about language, per se, at all. 

 

No. And in modern times, you have more and more of these young parents, like the ones we 

heard, who recognize that. And still, there's only one university in Canada that I know of that 

teaches in English.  

 

Only. 

 

One. Most of them are French speaking universities. Anyway, okay. 

 

So we've got the applied linguists, the liberal arts promoters, and now political advocates. 

 

The applied linguists are an interesting bunch. There's a place in Washington called the Center 

for Applied Linguistics. And the Center for Applied Linguistics are often involved in dealing 

with refugee problems, teaching newly arrived people English, helping to train teachers for them. 
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It's almost like a social service agency of focusing on language. And consequently, as a result of 

those interests, they end up publishing a lot of stuff. They do research and they publish things, 

and they have a pretty good repertoire of materials that they sell, and/or they do research for hire. 

If somebody in the Congress or somewhere needs some concept researched, that's one of the 

agencies that they often turn to. They have very tight links to the State Department, probably the 

CIA, I don't know. But language is the focus, no matter what the context is that those language 

are being used for. I think there's one more. 

 

Well, there were two more, actually. The one was the civil rights political activists, you know, 

which we've talked about. 

 

Yeah, yeah. 

 

And then utilitarian advocates, which I think they overlap with what you were just talking about 

in terms of – 

 

Yeah, except that they tend not to be scholars, where the Center for Applied Linguistics are 

people who are primarily scholars. But these are training programs – for example, training local 

police in how to deal with Spanish speaking people on the street, education of social workers, 

who act as links between the school and the home, the classroom and the home. 

 

So these were all groups that were coalescing and continued to. They didn't just disappear with 

the Reagan years, correct?  
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Right. These are all people concerned with language policy in the schools, of which bilingual 

education was large part, but not entirely. So if you look at the Center for Applied Linguistics 

newsletter, which is on the web under cal.org, if you look there, you'll see it much more clearly 

than I have just presented. What they favor in life.  

 

Anything else conceptually about – 

 

You're getting tired, aren't you?  

 

No. I'm just wondering if I've covered the basis with you around the different advocates or the 

different groups and what their conceptual underpinnings were. 

 

Well, I could give you the opposite. 

 

Yes! (laughter) Those who were not in favor. 

 

These are people who have tended to work together and they have the same interests. And there 

are things called – oh, “English for the Children” was one that we had here in Arizona. By the 

way, bilingual education in the public schools of Arizona has been through a plebiscite of the 

people. Nobody pays any attention to it, but anyway – 

 

Been through a plebiscite, you said?  
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Yes. They put it in for a vote, and we lost three to one, because it's a conservative state. There's 

no way you can unlink these things. Now, I was half way through a sentence, and then I stopped 

. . . go ahead. 

 

Well, I was going to actually going to bring us back into the chronology a bit, because you went 

to – 

 

Wait. It just came back to me. 

 

Okay. 

 

There's “English USA” are people who are against bilingual education or against language 

diversity in the public space. 

 

Were these also developing historically around the same time? 

 

Yeah, yeah. 

 

Okay. 

 

At the same time. They were sitting on the other side of the room when we were having hearings 

and stuff. They'd come up and present their case – Oh, you know, the country has to have – it has 
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to be united by a single, strong language. We can't afford to be fragmented according to what 

language your mama or your daddy spoke. We have to give that up and join the program. And 

that’s kind of the pitch that they (had). And they were very, very strong for a while, because their 

membership was – I think they had about a hundred thousand people nationally. And they 

charged twenty dollars to become a member, so that adds up. And they used that to lobby, to 

lobby against either locally, statewide, or nationally, for the things that they prefer. Okay, now. 

 

So this was your opposition, and you felt their push when you went back to Washington for the 

second time, too? 

 

Yes. 

 

So you come back, just to set us in history, on invitation of Commissioner of Education Ernest 

Boyer. This was when it was still the US Office of Education, before the Department of 

Education was. 

 

Correct. 

So you were there when that transition happened. 

 

Yes. 

 

When Carter established the Department of Education. 
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Yeah. 

 

Can you tell me about what it was like prior and then post, and what difference that made, 

having a Department of Education at the federal level. 

 

Hour 2B/19:45 
Responsibilities During Transition to Department of Education, Method of Disseminating 
Discretionary Funding, Unsuccessful Attempts to Mandate Bilingual Education 
 
 

There are, on your list, probably, people who can make a more coherent relationship of that. But 

what was involved was creating a new department and extricating from the Department of 

Health, Education, and Welfare, all matters educational and putting them in a separate 

department. So the Commissioner of Education became Secretary of Education. In that 

transition, it wasn't Boyer. It was Mary (Frances) Berry [, I guess it was, who was promoted. 

Mary Berry was Assistant Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare. She became [interim] 

Secretary of Education. And there was a very strong provision in that legislation that prevented 

the feds from dictating the education curriculum or policy. So I don't know how that plays into 

your narrative as a juncture, but there is a juncture there that said – We're [the states are] the only 

ones who can dictate policy in the education world – almost in contravention with people who 

said – We are creating a Department of Education because we need a national program. We can't 

just be a splinter group off of HEW [Health, Education and Welfare]. We want to be our own 

self. So who influenced who? ¿Quíen sabe? (Who knows?) 
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But you were there at that time, and your particular role was in the Office of Bilingual Education 

Minority Affairs, correct? 

 

Yes. 

 

And what were you advocating for at this point in time? 

 

Reauthorization – always reauthorization. (chuckles) 

 

For more money. 

 

For more money, for – 

 

Fellowship programs?  

 

Yes. 

 

Was that when you were doing the fellowship programs? 

 

Yeah. Making sure that in this transition – anytime there's a massive earthquake of people 

moving around, there's always a danger that something's going to fall through the cracks – 

somebody's going to want to add something that wasn't there before. So there was a committee – 

there was a transition policy committee that I was not on, but somebody on my staff was. And so 
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we met frequently to find out how things were going and – Are we safe so far? Is anybody 

threatening to shoot us? And so forth. So it was a fairly smooth transition. My responsibility 

programmatically was to distribute the Title VII funding to the people who wanted it. 

Universities were doing teacher-training, school districts who wanted to mount programs needed 

special materials or whatever, research money that was sent to NIE [National Institute of 

Education] to conduct the research that we needed conducted. And there was some shifts. We 

didn't lose anything in the transition, because theoretically at least, I got promoted (chuckles) 

from being a program director to being an office director with a subtitle of Assistant Secretary 

for Language Policies – Language (chuckles) – OBEMLA – Office of Bilingual Education and 

Language Minority Affairs – I tried to defend that awkward name. 

 

Office of Bilingual Education and Minority Language Affairs – OBEMLA. 

 

Yes. But you can turn those last two, three words around and it still works.  

 

(laughter) 

 

OBEMAL. So that was a pretty important position. I mean, here you went from being a language 

teacher in Texas all the way up to directing a new office in the Department of Education. You 

saw from your very beginning the skyrocketing of – 

 

Of the money. The money just went crazy. We were up to a hundred and sixty-five million when 

I left the department. 
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Did it seem to you that it was enough? I mean in terms of building the capacity that was needed 

for the intended outcomes? 

 

No good bureaucrat ever tells you that it's enough – Please don't give me any more. Nobody will 

ever tell you that. (laughter) But yes, some of the money was well spent. Some of it got frittered 

away because we didn't have a buy-in at the local level. If their bilingual education programs 

were done reluctantly due to pressure from the local community, and the school board hadn't 

really bought into it, you didn't get good results, because it was a forced thing. 

 

At that point, I mean, did a district – help me understand – have to apply? 

 

Yes.  

 

Or was it still a grant program? So it was voluntary in that sense?  

 

It was all discretionary, that stuff. The key word is discretionary. It was discretionary funding. In 

other words, the commissioner or the secretary had at his discretion, to fund or not to fund 

particular things. 

 

But they had to ask for it. 

 

Yes.  
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The community. 

 

Yes. But first of all, the secretary had to publish his priorities in the Federal Register. So on a 

given day, we would publish the policies for Title VII teacher education – the policies for 

research, the policies for all the different components of the program. And then there were forty-

five days in which the Congress and the general public would look them over and comment on 

whether they thought they were on target or not. Most of the time when you're giving away 

money, people don't object too much, because they're afraid you're going to remember. 

(laughter) So it wasn't a big deal. The biggest deal during that period of time was the Lau 

compliance regulations. That court case that you mentioned early on, that court case was 

resolved in 1974 – no, wait a minute. 

 

Um-hmm. (affirmatively)  

 

Was it?  

 

That's what I have. 

 

Okay. 

 

And that the reauthorization of '74 was, in part, a response to that ruling. 
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Right, right. But we made a mistake – we, the advocates – made a mistake. We attempted to push 

bilingual education one step too far – (from) a discretionary voluntary program, making it 

mandatory. And the thing hit the fan something awful, awful, awful. There were eight thousand 

comments received by the secretary, and he was pissed. He said, "Why am I getting this stuff?" 

"Well, because we think that the best way to comply with Lau is to offer bilingual education.” 

And he said, "Well, this shows clearly that that's not the best way. (laughter) Eight thousand 

people don't like it, and are willing to write me a letter saying that. Something's wrong." So we 

punted and kicked and found other possibilities – that bilingual education was a good approach if 

you wanted to do that. But if you didn't want to do that, you could do this other thing on the side. 

So we created options, which everybody ran to and left the other standing there. 

 

So you're talking about the '78 reauthorization now. So it expanded eligibility – 

 

No. It attempted to mandate – you're talking about the reauthorization? 

 

Right. Did the reauthorization mandate it? 

 

No.  

 

No.  

 

No. Reauthorization was a stand-alone set of regulations relative to Lau. You had to be found in 

noncompliance before you were required to do it.  
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Got it. 

 

So it was another unit. But for this unholy alliance, we merged OBEMLA and the Office for 

Civil Rights, and we both got ourselves into trouble. The country wasn't ready for that. So we 

packed up and went home. I don’t know. If you get out there and talking to school principals and 

superintendents and teachers, you still have people saying that in order to be in compliance, you 

better offer bilingual education, because it's better than everything else. And if that's the way you 

feel about it, well fine, do it. But what we couldn't do was mandate everybody in the country 

who was touched by Lau to offer programs in bilingual education. That we could not do. After 

that, things just kind of evolved in weird directions. Block grants was one. No Child Left Behind 

was another. 

 

Yeah. 

 

All of us felt like there were a lot of kids being left behind. 

 

Let's pause right now and start the third hour so we can talk about some more of these 

developments. 

 

Okay.  
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HOUR 3 

 

Hour 3/00:00 
Changes under President Reagan, Leaving Government and Working at George Mason 
University, Language Protection Under Civil Rights Legislation 
 
 

This is hour number three of my interview with Josué Gonzalez on April 21st, 2015. So you 

mentioned the sort of shift to block grants, which came under the Reagan administration. Can 

you talk a little bit first about the tides turning? So in 1980, is a time when Reagan gets voted in, 

and there's kind of – I don't know if you would call it a backlash or a – 

 

Well, the first thing that – 

 

New era of conservatism. 

 

Yeah. The first thing that Reagan did, I think the first day in office, is he had his people comb 

through the Federal Register and find mandated things – mandates, they call them – that didn't 

appear to comply with the Republican platforms and declare those null and void. Lau programs 

were one of those. See, between education and the other agencies, there were sixty sets of 

mandatory federal programs that were eliminated in one day by – 

 

By executive order? 
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Executive order. Yeah, because they were all – they weren't declared – what were they? [The 

regulations were deemed excessive]. They were judged to be too strict, that they went too far, 

that the law did not mandate such things, and yet we were mandating them. I told you the story 

about the Dean’s Grant Program earlier, where we created this program to train bilingual 

professors. And we immediately got a call from the Hill, somebody saying, "No, this is not 

correct. You don't have legislative authority to do this." I said, "Yeah, but I have authority to 

plan and take other measures, and that's what I'm doing – taking other measures." So I played 

that little game with them. But you can only do that once or twice (laughter) before they catch up 

with you. Yes, there were several shifts in the secretary of education. Berry was gone. She was a 

strong Democrat. And I think this was about the time that this fellow you were talking to earlier 

in New Mexico [Ted Sanders, also interviewed for this project] became undersecretary – that 

was his title. Some of these people were nice, and you could work with them and all that. Others 

were just rabid, rabid, anti-everything. 

 

And your position shifted, too, because you were now out of the – 

 

My position ended, because we had lost the election. I was a Schedule C appointment. So I had 

to pack up and leave.  

 

And that's when you went to George Mason University, is that right, in Virginia? 

 

I had a part-time appointment at George Mason and a part-time appointment at the National 

Council of La Raza, helping them write proposals and things. I was forbidden by a new statute, 
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which I don't know if it exists any more or not – a person who was a Schedule C appointee in the 

government could not immediately turn around after leaving and apply for funds. So that was 

post-employment restrictions. And so I couldn't apply for Title VII, even though I knew how to 

do it, because I had just come out of that office. 

 

I see. But at George Mason University, you were able to continue to work in the PhD fellowship 

program?  

 

Yeah. I was an advisor. I taught one class, and I was an advisor to this new program. 

 

That was funded by Title VII? 

 

It was funded by Title VII, but I wasn't running it. And I was not deriving any profit from it. I 

was paid – the university did something very interesting, George Mason. It was a university in 

search of an identity, because they compete heavily with the University of Virginia, especially in 

education. So they created a fund where every time there was a change in administration at the 

federal level, and people were "freed up," they could go to George Mason and become a lecturer 

for a year while you got your bearings and at the same time, help their students understand what 

was going on in the bureaucracy.  

 

Smart. 
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Very smart. And very cheap. (laughter) It didn't cost a lot of money. So I don't have any big 

claims to anything while I was there. I helped advise the young people who were pursuing a 

doctorate, and I taught one course. But that was it. 

 

But in terms of – let me just ask you to reflect for a minute on the lessons learned aspect of this 

oral history. During your time in the federal government, what worked on behalf of the causes 

you were advocating for? Was it these large, national organizations? The states having any 

impact on – I'm just thinking in terms of how – where one can be effective in influencing 

educational policy. 

 

Well, that's a different question from what worked. 

 

Right. (laughter) 

 

Or didn't work. I always – this is an aside, I think. Every time I've been asked in the last thirty 

years – Does bilingual education really work? I say does monolingual education really work? 

Well, sometimes. I said –Yeah. That's the same answer for bilingual education. Sometimes it 

works. Sometimes it doesn't. You have to have well trained teachers. You have to have materials. 

You have to have an orientation and a desire to accommodate. 

 

So let me rephrase the question, then. Not what worked in bilingual education, but what worked 

in reaching the federal government to act? I mean, what advocacy efforts prompted action or 

responsiveness? Was it just enough voices and enough social movement, uprisings, grassroots? 
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Yeah. I think that what works best were things in which bilingual education was part of an 

orbiting set of things, all of which had similar ends to each other. Where bilingual education 

spun off and went on its own, it got lost in the shuffle. I think the advocates of bilingual 

education probably were looking for something more feasible that would work, but they couldn't 

understand – Why would they be against this? This is good for kids. This is good for the country. 

This is good for your throat. I don't know. Whatever. 

 

Good for your what? 

 

For your throat. (laughter) 

 

For your throat? (laughter) Yeah, so when you thought mandating this would be wonderful 

because it would actually force schools to deal with this issue, that went too far, and it didn't 

have the general support that it needed. 

 

Yeah. Remember that until 1985 [misspoke, meant 1965] – ESEA – the big raging battle in 

Congress was states' rights in education. The people in the south could not stomach the idea that 

control of education was being lost to the feds. And that's one of the reasons why Johnson said 

what he said. It truly was giving up, not just because of bilingual, but in his case, with civil rights 

legislation, which then picked up – as a result of Equal Educational Opportunities Act – picked 

up language as one of the things that was supposed to be protected. Up to that point, language 

was not covered by civil rights legislation. It isn't very well covered now, either, but it's a 

hanging by the fingernails sort of thing. 
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Hour 3/10:20 
Bilingual Education at the State Level, Work in Community College System in Chicago, 
Retrospective View of Mistakes Made  
 
 

So you were just referring to something we talked about off the tape, when you said Johnson, 

when he signed the Civil Rights Act, said he just lost – 

 

The south. 

 

The south. 

 

Yeah, yeah. So in retrospect, it took us a long time to learn those things, but in retrospect, too, it 

didn't, because we didn't have any experience doing any of it. So as we went, we were making 

stuff up. Like when I met with the director that followed me and said, "Look. These people are 

going to give you a lot of trouble. Let's have a drink an abolish them." It went kind of like that. 

She said, "I'll drink to that." (laughter) 

 

But there you were in the '80s. You had been working very hard for over a decade now. And we 

were back to English only conservatism at the federal level. How did the bilingual programs 

fare? I mean, did most states continue some form of programming? 

 

I believe so. (interruption) I think a lot of states –  a lot of school districts more so than a lot of 

states – continued it. There's a phenomenon that my colleagues on this committee will certify to, 

and that is that big cities with their big school districts can essentially tell the feds to go to hell 
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and get away with it. No state that I can think of offhand that is like San Francisco, LA, New 

York, Philadelphia – all those big – the Council of Great City Schools – have you heard of that? 

The Council of Great City Schools, in a sense, was established to fight for the rights of the big 

cities, because if you didn't do that, they were afraid that when it came time to parse out the 

money, they would do it on some sort of formula that did not help them. They wanted money to 

be distributed on a per capita basis, no matter what the program was. And they usually got away 

with it. I forgot the question. 

 

The question was how this tide shifting towards English only affected language policy and 

bilingual education at the state level and local level. 

 

I think bilingual education persists at the state level, perhaps in a very smaller level than it did 

before. But if you pick up the phone and call LA Unified and say, "Who's the person in charge of 

bilingual education?" they'll put you right through. That person may not have a title or any 

authority (laughter) or anything, but there's somebody to call in bilingual education.  

 

So it didn't go away completely. 

 

No, no. In fact, the ones that went away quickly were the bad ones, because they didn't have a 

constituency to defend them. The good programs – for example, in Milwaukee. Milwaukee had a 

really good program. There was a guy named Tony – I forget his name – who was a foreign 

language education person. And he loved languages. And he protected his programs. And I'm 

sure they're still at it. He's still doing it. Miami – no question they're still doing it. LA, New York 
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– there are schools that you can walk into where no English is spoken. And it reflects the 

demographic changes. No one that I know of has done a reassessment. You know, twenty years 

after the end of Title VII, what do we have to show? Positive or negative? Even agreeing on the 

question would be tough to do.  

 

So Title VII ended officially '82? What would you say?  

 

You're going to have to look at the  – 

 

Written – 

 

Encyclopedia article. 

 

Yeah. 

 

By Gene Garcia.  

 

Okay. 

 

Because he was the last director of Title VII. And I remember from the introduction to his piece 

that he had more – 

 

I think it was '88.  I misspoke. 
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Yeah. 

 

How did you feel at that point in your career, having fought for a long time, that this was 

happening in the country?  

 

Well . . . (chuckles) 

 

Where did you feel like you could make the most impact? You went, then, into the Chicago 

school system, right? 

 

A year later, yeah. I left the Department of Education in January of '81, hung around Washington 

for a year with the university and the National Council of La Raza, and then went to Chicago. 

Chicago was not a great experience. It's too politicized. But I spent six, seven, eight years with 

them and then went over to the community college system. Because what I really always wanted 

to do from the time that I was a small kid – not so small – was to be a professor. That's what I 

really wanted to do. So when Title VII seemed to collapse, I had to find my way through and 

come out the other end as a college professor, which is what happened. I never lost hope that we 

were never again going to have something like Title VII. We may never again have it, but I don't 

know that we want it. Right now, if somebody said to me – Take $165 (million) at the end of the 

last year and do something with it – buy some very high quality bilingual education programs 

that people can come and look at and learn how to do. I probably wouldn't have the energy to do 

all of that. (laughter) But I might be able to convince Elsie or somebody else to do it.  
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Are there things you would do differently? I mean, if you're just conceptually thinking about 

where the mistakes were, or what lessons were learned. 

 

My big number one mistake was everyone else's mistake, was treating every language group as if 

they were amenable to the same treatments, they needed the same things. And that was not the 

case. So that erodes some of your political base, if you say to people – The Greek speaking 

people of Chicago want this. If anybody goes over there and asks them, you're going to find they 

don't. But they're counted in the non-English speaking roster. 

 

So they may not want maintenance programs, for example.  

 

They may not want either kind. Or the Native American – I always felt ambivalent about the 

Native American thrust because they wanted to find a way to preserve their languages and 

cultures, and that's great that they wanted that, but Title VII was not the proper vehicle with 

which to fund that. Yet there being no other, in one of the amendments in reauthorizations, they 

slipped it in. 

 

Not the proper vehicle because it was? 

 

Hour 3/19:45 
Importance of Providing Funding and Optional Language Training, Establishing 
Mechanisms for Educational Funding 
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This one was about language restoration and language revival. In fact, the Navajos didn't have a 

written language, didn't have a dictionary. And with Title VII funding, they developed their own 

dictionary, and they now have a written language. Is that good? Probably. Is it really, really, 

really important? No. Because the Navajo language will disappear sooner or later. There's no 

way you're going to save it. Any of the European languages, you don't need them because there's 

plenty of opportunities to learn Spanish, and French, and German, and Italian, and even Russian 

– not too many places, but there are opportunities through the community colleges and so forth. 

So the Indian thing was something that you kind of rolled your eyes at. They were small grants, 

and they weren't wasted. You know, they did – Native American tribes are very careful about 

spending money – really careful. So there was no danger, you know, that they were going to run 

off with something or another. The Cubans are still there. They probably don't need whatever 

support they're getting, because they formed, reformed a thriving middle class.  

 

So how would you apply the monies today? You said that one of the mistakes was treating all 

language groups the same, like they all needed the same kinds of programming, or that was the 

assumption. Would you differentiate a bit more and do different kinds of programming? 

 

Yes. And I would use technology to do it. Because here we have – Where in the World is 

Carmen, San Diego?—[a software program], and things like that that are begging to be used for 

instructional purposes. And those little programs – I don't watch enough of them, but I know 

they're there, where there's a little blonde headed kid and a little dark headed kid, darker skin. 

And they're slipping in the respect for cultural identity. And every once in a while, Maria, or 

whatever her name is, would say something in Spanish, and the English speaking kid will repeat 
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it. And they're growing up with language and cultural diversity in a way that their parents didn't. 

And at some point, they, too, will become parents and they, too, will want their kids – depending 

on what happens. (chuckles) It's all so dependent on the crazy world that we live in. There's 

never going to be a time in the foreseeable future where there's a mad rush of parents wanting 

their kids to learn Arabic. Ain't going to happen. Ain't going to happen. 

 

Maybe Chinese, though.  

 

Chinese yes! Absolutely. Then you have the problem of which one, but – Japanese never caught 

on. As far as I know, there was only one elementary school in the country, and it happened to be 

in Chicago, that taught Japanese to young children – one. And this was at the time when Japan 

was THE big, monstrous, industrial place.  

 

And in terms of what you came to believe is the appropriate division of power or role between 

the feds and the states – a lot of the discussion has been (about) states' control versus federal 

policy dictating – not necessarily curriculum content – but where do you fall along those lines in 

terms of states', federal, use of their roles and what's appropriate?  

 

Well, I've been away from it for quite a while. I don't like a lot of the stuff that has happened that 

is retaliatory, sort of. We passed a law here in Arizona that if you violated the restriction against 

home language instruction, you could be put in jail and lose your teacher's certificate. Well that's 

horseshit. There's no way that's going to happen. But they had to adopt it to show us who's in 

charge. 
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And that was a state policy. 

 

State, um-hmm. (affirmatively) What would I do differently? 

 

I mean, in that case, would you think the federal role should come in as protective of the civil 

rights aspect? 

 

I like the experience of NDEA – National Defense Education Act. Immediately after Sputnik, the 

powers that be got together and said, what do we need to do to catch up to the Russians. And 

somebody said, "Teach more math, more physics, more foreign languages. That's what the 

Russians do." Psssuu! So it took off. And Elsie and I were both participants in one of those 

programs, or two of them. I went to a French teacher's thing where they sent us seven weeks to 

language academies around the country, if you were a teacher of that language. So I went as a 

French teacher – a very bad one. And for seven weeks, I spoke nothing but French – very 

intense. We had people from France living with us to keep us straight. And it was very, very 

helpful in improving our language. I like that model. I think that that model, when you put it out 

in the open and you say, "Those of you who are interested in becoming X, Y, or Z, here's a 

program for you. And if you're not interested in it, there's something else over here that might 

work." It's like shopping for a car – what color and how much. 

 

So providing the funding and providing the optional training. 
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And the problem with that is that we have the machinery in motion. We have the machinery of 

the states. All of the rest of the people that you're going to interview are going to tell you – Give 

the money to the states. They're the ones that are the closest to the action. Yeah, but the states are 

also where the problem was. Segregation was not created by the federal government. And so on, 

down the line. 

 

So you need the federal government to protect civil rights, as a top down, when the states aren't 

doing their job? 

 

I would rather see people protecting themselves – more Latino lawyers to work with Latino 

organizations, and so the Chinese and everything else. I think your communities would feel 

much more empowered if they did it themselves. The Indians do in this part of the country. 

 

And so maybe a lesson learned in your story that I'm hearing is that when these big advocacy 

organizations organized, I mean when they really had the support of grassroots activists, they 

got stuff done. 

 

Yeah, because they (the activists) were in support roles. They were not, except for NABE, 

because NABE had its own legislative counsel – it was a guy we paid. We paid him a salary to 

keep an eye on Title VII legislation. And he was very good at it. But after a while, you know, it 

was going uphill all the time, and he was worn out. But I think to complete the sentence – I 

would want mechanisms set up to fund – I'd go back to Title III, Exemplary and Innovative 

Programs, and just put out a call to school deans of education and to the state departments of 
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education – Send me a one or two page thing that describes something that you would do if you 

had eighty thousand dollars to play with for a year. That's all the money there is. There is no 

more, and you're only going to get it for one year, so make it good. And I think we'd get some 

interesting proposals focused mainly on those four or five Venn diagrams, or whatever that looks 

like. Focus only on those. Say, "Pick one of these" – utilitarian or whatever – and put minimal 

requirements, like you can only link to one other program, or two other programs, funded under 

this provision. And that's it.  

 

Hour 3/30:30 
Success of Dean’s Grant Program, Future Hopes for Language Policy 
 
 
 
The Dean’s Grant Program taught me a big lesson. It was very, very late by the time we got 

around to offering it, but it was simplicity. A hundred percent the first year, two-thirds percent 

the second year, three – and that's it. And by that time, that person is on his way, her way to 

tenure, or is out the door. And if he or she didn't make it to tenure because of this program, sorry. 

But we will not play an intervention role in that one. It's got to be somebody who responds well 

to you, to your agency, to the teachers of this state, to the language groups present, to the civil 

rights people. In some of my other lives, I've worked with community based organizations. I was 

the chairman of the board of the Latino Institute in Chicago, which was the largest Latino agency 

program in the city. I helped to found it, went away, came back, picked it up again. Now it's shut 

down. It's gone. Because what people tell you often is that you need expertise – program 

expertise. If you're going to do housing, you need to know about housing. If you're going to do 

education, you need to know about education. If you're going to do health, you need to know 

about health. No. I think if you're going to do any of those things, you just need to know. You 
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just need to know when to move, where to move, how strong to move, stay within the ballpark. 

Don't get off.  

 

Well, and there's also social forces, I think, that you mentioned that at some point, maybe it was 

the 2000s. Early 2000, a critical mass was reached just culturally of native Spanish speakers 

living in the US, and the media then (followed). 

 

I cannot tell you how my little heart went, "bumpity bump" (pounds chest) when I saw the march 

in LA in March – two years ago . . . three years ago – for the undocumented. 

 

Um-hmm. (affirmatively) 

 

When they all dressed in white and marched down the – Wow! And you know who activated that 

march? A radio disc jockey! Professional people would not have deigned talked to this looney 

tunes guy. But he had enough clout to bring out into the streets of LA thousands of people all 

dressed in white. (laughter) Nobody else had been able to do that. And then after the thing was 

over, it fell out, because that's what he was charged with doing. That's what he did. He wasn't 

founding a new political party. He wasn't advocating for bilingual education. He was focused on 

the case of the undocumented taxpayers, as I call them. 

 

The undocumented taxpayers.  

 

Yeah. (laughter) 
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So what's the next move that needs to happen? 

 

Well . . .  

 

If you could wipe the slate clean or you could start fresh or you could have your way with what 

happens in terms of language policy in the US? We haven't even talked about No Child Left 

Behind, but –  

 

I don't wanna. 

 

Okay. 

 

In 1973, I gave a speech in Albuquerque, New Mexico that achieved some notoriety. And the 

biggest thing I think I said – and I went looking for it and I couldn't find it – was that bilingual 

education was being beaten around severely, that we faced some hard times, but that if we could 

hang on until the year 2000, we would be in the clear. Because by the year 2000, Spanish 

speakers would be so huge in number that the big powers that be could not possibly ignore us; 

2015, we have two Latinos running for office. I wouldn't give you a dime for either one of them. 

 

But still. 
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But still what? I mean, they won't help you. They won't help you. They are a distraction, because 

in Texas – you watch the returns election day. What do they do? I don't know. This guy [Jeb 

Bush] married a Latina. The grandpa liked to talk about his little brown grandchildren. They 

pump this guy full of Spanish, this young man who's slated to be the next Bush president. He's 

only in his twenties now [Jeb Bush’s son] but he'll be there. The education of a potentially 

viable, useful, powerful, strong, electorate is what societies like this one needs to have. Without 

it, we're going to be overrun by the heathens every time.  

 

Overrun by the – 

 

By the people who don't believe the things we believe in – that people should be healthy, that 

people should have enough to eat, that people shouldn’t have to sleep under bridges. And when 

you see the amount of money that is being spent on the military, for example, you go, "Oh, my 

God! That's incredible! That is incredible."  

 

And keeps getting cut from education. 

 

Yeah. On my way out of the house today, I was watching TV, just looking for news. And on the 

military channel, they were showing this thing where in the 1950s, as they were testing the 

atomic bomb, the United States navy took ninety huge boats – I mean, big ones – the USS 

Enterprise. And they piled them up in the middle of the ocean, and they dropped an atomic bomb 

on them, just to see what would happen. What is ninety (laughter) – ninety of those super boats 

worth? "Oh well, they were no good anymore." They were so good that the big one, the USS 
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Enterprise, suffered very little damage. They had to tow it to Japan and dismember it and then 

take the pieces and dump them in the middle of the ocean. Even an atomic bomb would not hurt 

those things. 

 

Is there any other closing thoughts that you want to share? It sounds like it's a question of 

national priorities that need to change. And your hopes in terms of language policy in this 

country. 

 

Well, I think the hope would be that someday, people will have less trouble preserving their 

language heritage, and that children would have more options to do in school. If your kid needs 

to go across town to her school, there ought to be a way for her to get there, because you're 

paying for the service. I mean, it's a public school. The second thing I would do is separate out of 

the conversation Spanish from all of the other languages. That is not easy to do. The minute I 

start talking like that, I start losing some people. Because they say, " No, no, no! This is a 

language rights issue!" No it's not. It's a language rights issue for those who can get language 

rights out of it, but otherwise, why? 

 

Hour 3/40:20 
Separation of Spanish for Purposes of Policy Reform, Pitfalls of Decreased School Funding  

 

What do you mean, separate Spanish out? 
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[Yes] for the purposes of the conversation on policy and program design. You know, you can't 

teach an Arabic child to write this way when in his language, they write this way. Big difference. 

Your fingers don't move quite as readily.  

 

Right. But in terms of separating Spanish out of the conversation. 

 

Find its uniqueness, is what I'm saying. Factor it out for purposes of policy conversation, and 

then identify. Instead of having one thing called bilingual education, I've been advocating, as I 

have with you, that we call it language policy issues in the schools, and how the Japanese 

speaking people in San Francisco have dealt with it versus the Spanish speaking people in Miami 

versus Haitian Kreyol – which is not to say to explode this budding alliance, which we've already 

tried. It didn't work. Instead of blowing it apart, we're talking about helping it come together with 

its differences. Otherwise, we're asking people to do the same thing that the English speaking 

educational system has asked kids to do, which is to give up their own language and learn 

English. The current definition of bilingual education, the transitional variety, asks the same 

thing practically. We need a new revised period of experimentation. 

 

Right, which is sort of antithetical to standardization. 

 

That's why right now I don't think we could do anything. 

 

Because we're in such a standards environment. 
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And test and test and test. 

 

Test and test, right. So the standards movement doesn't square that well with multi-cultural – 

 

Right. 

 

Multi-lingual, multi-ethnic groups? 

 

But you've got some good people, I think, to interview on those subjects. 

 

Yeah. Are there any other closing thoughts, or things I haven't asked you? You'll have a chance 

to review the transcripts and add things that you feel are missing from the record.  

 

I don't think so. 

 

Other issues that concern you with regards to language policy, or do you think we've covered it? 

 

Well, I think the big picture in language policy is language economics – the economics of all of 

this. In our state, we're, this year, going in the red for K-12 and for universities. Everything is 

going in the red. 

 

Because there's not been enough money. 
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Because they cut the budget. Every time they want to re-elect themselves, they cut the budget, 

they cut the budget. And they don't care about the population, because the population is the same 

problem that the president is facing – You're a little too dark. And the kids in those schools are a 

little too dark. 

So funding public education means funding – 

 

Dark people. 

 

People who look different than you. 

 

And who are not very successful in schools to begin with. So why should we be pouring money 

into this bucket with a hole in it. We still don't know in the year 2015, which children learn in 

what ways, and how can we spread the good practices within a reasonable range. What they try 

to do out of Washington is to say – You know, let's identify what works, and then let's get 

everybody to do it. Thank you for coming to the meeting. You're not going to find that, because 

it doesn't exist. 

 

Not one shoe fits all. Thank you for letting me interview you. 

 

My pleasure.  

 

This is the end of hour three.  
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